SUMMARY. In the present paper, the goffered multilayered composite cylindrical shells is directly calculated by finite element method. Numerical results on displacements, internal forces and moments are obtained for various kinds of external loads and different boundary conditions.
Introduction
The classical methods for analyzing shell structure yield governing differential equations whose complexity depends greatly on the shell geometry.
Analytical solutions of these equations are available only for shells with simple geometric forms and for restricted boundary conditions. The finite element method have been suggested for more general shell shapes.
In [3] , by using the effective modulus theory and Seydel's assumptions, Dao Huy Bich et al. replaced a goffered shell by a equivalent shallow shell and the equilibrium equations for the shallow shell were derived. In the present paper, the goffered multilayered composite cylindrical shells is directly calculated by the using finite element method.
2. Model and fundamental equations of the finite element method 2.1. Finite element mesh Let R, Land h respectively are the radius, le~.gth and thickness of the goffered multilayered composite cylindrical shells. ·
The homogennization method for studying composi~e materials had been introduced. in [1] . By this method the elastic layered-composite material reduces to the set of anisotropic elastic material.
. ·
The finite element method implies an idealization of the shell surface as an assemblage of discrete structural elements. In this study, the shell with goffered cylindrical shapes is represented by rectangular flat elements.
Consider a typical rectangular flat element subjected· simultaneously to inplane and bending actions z.
The stiffness matrix for in-plane stress
The state of strain is uniquely described in terms of the u and v displacement of each typical node. The minimization of the total energy potential let to the stiffness matrices described there and gives 2.4. The stifness matrix for the shell element
The stiffness matrix for the shell element may therefore be obtained by superimposing of the two matrices: The stiffness matrix for the plane stress finite element and the stiffness matrix for the bending plate. The shell element has 6 degrees of freedom at each node and the appropriate "forces" as
The relationship between the corresponding nodal displacements is as follows
In which, each stiffness matrix [krs] is now made up from the following submatrices The stiffness matrix derived in the previous section used a system of local co-ordinates. Transformation of co-ordinates to a common global system (which now will be denote by x 1 y 1 z', and the local system by xyz) will be necessary to assemble the elements and to write the appropriate equilibrium equations. The forces and displacements of a node transform from the global to the local system by a matrix L giving The goffered cylindrital shells is calculated by using L USAS program.
At first, we must established the function coordinates refer to the co-ordinates of all the nodal points. The shell is devided into the subdivisions following
n n is element numbers are devided refer to the directional cross vault 
The second step is the determination of material properties. By using the homogenization method, the multilayered composite material reduces to the orthotropic material. Numerical results on displacements, internal forces and moments are obtained for various kinds of external loads and different boundary conditions. We represented some typical cases Case 1 -Uniform distributed load p from outside -The boundary lines along generating line are strictly clamped and the remains are free. Fig. 2 shows the deflection on middle line of the cross-section of the shell.
The internal forces indicated in Fig. 3, Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 .
The bending moments indicated in Fig. 6, Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 W(mm)
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0.00£~00~~-+~~~~-+~~~~-+~~~~--. Case 2. -Wind load -The boundary lines .alo~g generating line are strictly clamped and the remains are. free Fig. 9 shows the deflection on middle line of the cross-section of the shell. The internal forces indicated in Fig. 9, Fig. 10, Fig. 11 and Fig. 12 The bending moments indicated in Fig.13, Fig.14 The finite element method implies an idealization of the shell as an assemblage of discrete structural elements. Calculate results are found the results of argument. It is seem that the boundary conditions, loads and shape are symmetric then the deflection and internal forces are symmetric.
Conversely, it is not the case for the wind load (asymmetric).
Conclusions
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